
                

 

 Heartfelt Blooms Card 
The main stamp in the Heartfelt Blooms Stamp Set is a 

beautiful, photographic bouquet in a gorgeous vintage 

look. Stampin' Up!'s new Distinktive stamp lays down 
the ink at different opacities, giving the finished 
image more depth.    
 

We have two versions of a card using the same card 

design & materials (cardstock & ribbon); for one we are 

adding the marbled background stamp and a second ink 

color which gives the card a new look!   

 

You will love the simplicity of this card design! 

 

 

 Supplies (** Added supplies for option 2 card): 

  ♥ Stamp Sets: Heartfelt Blooms (Sale-a-bration 147202– clear, 147197 – wood), **Marbled (144772– 

clear, 143755 – wood) 

  ♥ Cardstock: Pear Pizzazz (131201), Old Olive (100702), Whisper White (100730) 

  ♥ Stamp Pads: Pear Pizzazz (131180), **Old Olive (126953) 

  ♥ Ribbon / Embellishments: Pear Pizzazz 3/8” Shimmer Ribbon (144153)  

  ♥ Tools / Misc: Pretty Label Punch (143715), Everyday Label Punch (144668), Mini Glue Dots 

(103683), Dimensionals (104430), 5-1/2 x 8-1/2 piece of typing paper 
  

 Measurements:  

  ♥ Pear Pizzazz Cardstock: 5-1/2 x 8-1/2, scored at 4-1/4 

  ♥ Old Olive Cardstock: 3-1/2 x 4-3/4, scrap for Everyday Label punch (2 x 3-1/2) 

  ♥ Whisper White Cardstock: 3-1/4 x 4-1/2 (2 - one for inside & one for outside of 

card), scrap for sentiment / Pretty Label punch (2 x 3-1/2)  

  ♥ Ribbon: 4" 
  

Instructions (Option 1 Card): 

1.    Ink bouquet stamp with Pear Pizzazz ink and stamp on 3-1/4 x 4-1/2 whisper white 

cardstock.  

Tip: Due to the size of this stamp I treat it like a background stamp.  I place the 

stamp (rubber side up) on the table; tap ink onto stamp; bring cardstock to stamp; 

use palm of fingers (not finger tips) to apply pressure to cardstock to transfer ink from stamp to 

cardstock. 

2.    Adhere (stamped bouquet) to 3-1/2 x 4-3/4 Old Olive, then adhere to Pear Pizzazz card front. 

3.    Punch Old Olive scrap with Everyday Label punch. Stamp greeting on whisper white scrap with Pear 

Pizzazz ink, then punch using Pretty Label Punch. Adhere to Everyday label image punched from Old Olive 

scrap. Attach to card front with dimensionals. 

4.    Tie ribbon into knot, adhere with mini glue dot. 

5.    Adhere second 3-1/4 x 4-1/2 whisper white cardstock to inside of card for your message. 
 

**Instructions for Option 2 Card: Two additional products for this card; Marbled Background stamp and Old Olive Ink Pad: 
 

** Use Marbled background stamp of card front before assembling.  Ink Marbled background stamp 

(place stamp on table - rubber side up) with Pear Pizzazz ink, place Pear Pizzazz card front onto stamp, 

cover with typing paper, apply pressure with fingers to transfer ink from stamp to cardstock.  

** Use Old Olive ink for bouquet & sentiment stamps in place of Pear Pizzazz ink. 


